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Using high-resolution synchrotron-radiation photoelectron spectroscopy and low-energy electron diffraction,
we have studied the electronic and structural properties of the Yb-induced Ge�111�-�3�2� reconstruction with
a 1/6 monolayer coverage. We found these properties to be similar in many respects to those of the metal-
induced Si�111� and Ge�111� reconstructions described previously in terms of the honeycomb chain-channel
�HCC� structure. In particular, the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� is revealed to have a semiconducting character, the Yb
atoms are divalent, and the surface states observed for the Yb/Ge�111� closely resemble those of the
Na/Ge�111�-�3�1� in the literature. The Ge 3d core-level analysis, however, shows that the Ge 3d spectra
from Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� drastically differ from corresponding spectra of other Si and Ge HCC reconstruc-
tions. An atomic model, based on the general HCC geometry, is proposed for the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� surface.
In this model, the important structural aspects are a buckling of the GevGe double bond in the top, HCC-
reconstructed layer plus a strong rearrangement of the second-layer atoms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Surface structures with reduced dimensionality have re-
cently received significant attention in physics and technol-
ogy because they exhibit fascinating properties and are con-
sidered potential materials for new nanodevices. For exam-
ple, one-dimensional �1D� chainlike structures, produced by
the adsorption of metal atoms �e.g., Au and In� on Si sur-
faces, have been extensively studied to observe and under-
stand such exotic phenomena as Mott-Hubbard insulator,1

non-Fermi-liquid ground states,2 Peierls-type phase transi-
tions,3 surface charge-density waves,3,4 and spin-charge
separation.2,5

Other interesting candidates for quasi-1D electron sys-
tems are low-coverage �3�n� �n=1, 2, and 4� surface phases
induced by Ag, alkali metals �AMs�, alkaline-earth metals
�AEMs�, and rare-earth metals �REMs� on Si�111� and
Ge�111�. On the basis of transmission electron diffraction,6

surface x-ray diffraction data,7 and density-functional theory
�DFT� calculations,8,9 the most plausible model for the AM/
and Ag/Si�111�-�3�1� surfaces has been proposed to be the
honeycomb chain-channel �HCC� structure shown in Fig.
1�a�. In this structure, the first-layer Si atoms a, b, c, and d
rearrange to form �i� the nearly planar honeycomb chains
with unusual Si�b�vSi�c� double bonds and �ii� the empty
channels that accommodate 1/3 monolayer �ML� of metal
atoms adsorbed at the T4 sites. According to DFT calcula-
tions in Refs. 8 and 9, such a structure is not only energeti-
cally favored but also accurately reproduces scanning-
tunneling-microscopy �STM� images, surface-state band
dispersions in angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy
�ARPES�, and surface core-level shifts �SCLSs� in Si 2p
core-level spectra. Moreover, the HCC geometry aptly de-
scribes the semiconducting character of the AM/Si�111�-
�3�1� surfaces10 as well as the Si atom density �4/3 ML�

determined for Na/Si�111�-�3�1�.11 More generally, a simi-
lar HCC structure was also found to be the ground-state
atomic configuration for related Na/, Li/, and K/
Ge�111�-�3�1� surfaces, as evidenced by the total energy
calculations in Ref. 12, and adequately explains the STM
images in Refs. 13–15.

For the AEM/ and REM/Si�111�-�3�2� phases, the Si
surface has been proposed to have the same HCC reconstruc-
tion as for the AM/Si�111�-�3�1� phases.16–28 The metal
coverage of the �3�2�-AEM and -REM phases, however, is
1 /6 ML rather than 1/3 ML; that is, the AEM and REM
atoms occupy every second T4 site in the �3�2� HCC, while
the other T4 sites are empty, as illustrated in Fig. 1�b�. �Note
that, in the case of the adsorption of Mg on Si�111�, the H3
site is slightly more stable than T4.29� As predicted by ab
initio calculations16,18,19,29 and supported by STM �Refs. 16,
18, and 19� and SCLS measurements �Refs. 22 and 25–27�,
this difference leads to a slight deformation of neighboring
Si honeycombs in the equilibrium �3�2� HCC structure in
Fig. 1�b�: the left edge of the honeycomb chain in Fig. 1�b�
exhibits a lateral corrugation �i.e., the adjacent a and a� at-
oms are displaced in the direction perpendicular to the chain�
and the right edge exhibits a pairing of the d atoms due to the
Coulomb interaction between the metal ion and the dangling-
bond electrons of the surrounding Si. Hence, for both the
equilibrium HCC structures of 1 /3 ML �3�1� and 1/6 ML
�3�2� Si surfaces in Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�, the metal atoms are
adsorbed at the equivalent �T4� sites, and therefore, these
models are referred to as T4 HCC models. In contrast, the
HCC reconstruction induced by 1/6 ML Eu on Ge�111� was
found to have two distinct adsorption sites for the metal
atoms.30,31 This reconstruction shows the microscopically
mixed �3�2� and �3�4� periodicities in STM images,30 and
a so-called T4H3 model, where the Ge substrate has the ba-
sic HCC configuration and the Eu atoms are adsorbed at T4
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and H3 �see Fig. 1�c��, was proposed for the Eu/
Ge�111�-�3�2� / �3�4� surface based on STM, Eu 4f and
Ge 3d core-level analyses.31

When comparing Si and Ge HCC reconstructions, STM
and ARPES results are highly similar; however, Si 2p and
Ge 3d core-level data show significant differences for these
two systems. In particular, the Si 2p spectra from the
AM/Si�111�-�3�1� phases typically show two surface com-
ponents shifted to lower and higher binding energies �BEs�
relative to the bulk emission peak.9,32–35 In contrast, although
Ge 3d spectra from K/ �Ref. 36� and Na/Ge�111�-�3�1�
�Ref. 37� do reveal two surface components, both appear on
the lower BE side. The Li/Ge�111�-�3�1� surface even
gives rise to only one surface component at lower BE.38 For
the 1/6 ML HCC reconstructions, three Si 2p surface com-
ponents were identified for the Ca/,22 Ba/,27 Yb/,39 Sm/,40 and
Eu/Si�111�-�3�2� �Refs. 25 and 26� surfaces. The surface
components found in the Ge 3d spectra from the
Eu/Ge�111�-�3�2� / �3�4� reconstruction are qualitatively
similar to those of the Si 2p spectra from the Si �3�2�
surfaces.31 However, the intensity ratios of the Ge 3d surface
components differ dramatically from those of the Si-based
reconstructions. For this reason, the atomic structure of the
Eu/Ge�111�-�3�2� / �3�4� was assumed to be different
from that of the AEM/ and REM/Si�111�-�3�2� surfaces.
All in all, the interpretation of the Si 2p and Ge 3d spectra
for the Si and Ge HCC reconstructions is still not fully re-
solved, and hence it is unclear to what extent the Si and Ge
reconstructions can be considered similar.

In this study, we have investigated the structural and elec-
tronic properties of an Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� surface at the
coverage of 1 /6 ML by low-energy electron diffraction
�LEED� and high-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy us-
ing synchrotron radiation. The paper is organized as follows.
The experimental details are given in Sec. II. The LEED,
valence-band, and Yb 4f and Ge 3d core-level results are
presented in Sec. III. Finally, we analyze these data and
discuss similarities and differences between our Yb/
Ge�111�-�3�2� and related AM/, AEM/, and REM/Si�111�
and /Ge�111� surfaces in terms of the HCC structure model.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed in beamline 33 at the
MAX-lab synchrotron radiation laboratory in Lund, Swe-

den.41 The photoemission measurements were carried out in
ultrahigh vacuum below 10−10 Torr at room temperature
�RT� using linearly polarized synchrotron radiation light and
an angle-resolved photoelectron spectrometer ARUPS10
with an angular resolution of ±2°. The photon incidence
angle ��i� was fixed at 45° from the surface normal, and the
photoelectron emission angle ��e� was varied by the rotation
of an analyzer in the plane defined by the photon incidence
direction and the surface normal �see the schematic drawing
in Fig. 5�. The total energy resolution was around 75 meV at
photon energies �h�� of 21.2 and 23 eV, between 80 and
100 meV at h�=70 and 95 eV, and on the order of 300 meV
at h�=150 and 175 eV in the valence-band, Ge 3d, and
Yb 4f measurements, respectively. The BE was referred to
the Fermi level �EF� of a Ta foil mounted on the sample
holder in good electrical contact with the Ge substrate.

The Ge samples were cut from a Sb-doped �n-type� �111�
wafer. Sample cleaning was carried out by repeated cycles of
1.0 keV Ar+ sputtering at 673 K and subsequently annealing
the sample at 900 K until an excellent c�2�8� LEED pattern
with sharp fractional-order spots and a low background �Fig.
2�a�� was displayed. The sample heating was performed by
direct current. Temperature was measured by an infrared py-
rometer. Yb was deposited from a W-filament evaporator
onto the clean Ge�111� substrate at RT, followed by anneal-
ing at 700 K for several minutes to produce a long-range
order on the surface. The deposition rate was about
0.45 ML/min �1 ML is referred to as the atomic density
on the bulk-terminated Ge�111� surface: 7.22�1014

atoms/cm2�, as estimated by a quartz crystal microbalance.
In addition, the Yb deposition rate was checked using a sepa-
rate Si�111� sample, for which the Yb-induced LEED super-
structure was monitored as a function of the deposition time,
taking into account the earlier LEED observations.42

III. RESULTS

A. LEED

Figure 2�b� represents a LEED pattern of the Yb/Ge�111�
surface at the coverage of 1 /6 ML. This surface shows
�3�1� spots, which strongly resemble the LEED observa-
tions for the 1/6 ML AEM/ and REM/Si�111�-�3�2� sur-
faces in Refs. 11, 20, and 43. For those reconstructions, the
�3�1� LEED periodicity has been shown to originate from
the Si geometry, whereas the adsorbate subsystem has the

FIG. 1. �Color online� Atomic configurations
of �a� the 1/3 ML �3�1� reconstruction induced
by AM on Si�111� and Ge�111�, �b� the 1/6 ML
�3�2� reconstruction induced by AEM and REM
on Si�111�, and �c� the 1/6 ML �3�2� / �3�4�
reconstruction induced by Eu on Ge�111�. The
metal atoms �large circles� are adsorbed on T4
sites in �a� and �b�, and occupy both T4 and H3
sites in �c�. The �3�1�, �3�2�, and �3�4� unit
cells are marked.
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actual �3�2� periodicity and the appearance of respective
half-order LEED features �in most cases, faint streaks� de-
pends on the degree of the adsorbate-row correlation44 and
on the electron energy.25 We therefore propose that the actual
periodicity of the 1/6 ML Yb/Ge�111� reconstruction is
�3�2�, and we will refer to this surface as the
Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� hereafter. Note that the Eu/Ge�111�
reconstruction with a 1/6 ML coverage also showed the
�3�1� LEED periodicity, but STM revealed both the overall
�3�2� as well as localized �3�4� periodicities for this
surface.30 In this study, however, we do not have evidence
for the �3�4� periodicity, and hence will not consider such a
periodicity for the Yb/Ge�111� surface.

We also remark that dim oblong LEED features can be
discerned in the vicinity of the 1/3-order spots in Fig. 2�b�.
Because the positions of these features are inconsistent with
the �5�1� LEED pattern, they cannot be interpreted as due
to the �5�1� or �5�2� structure observed for the AEM/ and
REM/Si�111� surfaces at a higher coverage than 1/6 ML.
Rather, it is believed that the origin of the oblong features in
Fig. 2�b� is the splitting of the �3�1� LEED spots, caused by
the limited domain size of the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� recon-

struction in the direction of threefold periodicity �i.e., along
the �11−2� direction�. We can infer this from a similar split-
ting observed for a single-domain �3�2� phase induced
by Yb on a vicinal Si�111� surface, tilted 4° towards the
�−1−12� direction, where the �3�2�-domain dimension was
strongly confined in the �11−2� direction by limited terrace
widths.45

B. Valence-band spectra

Since the Ge�111�-c�2�8� and Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� are
triple-domain surfaces, there is an ambiguity in interpreting
ARPES spectra from such structures at finite k� �where k� is
the momentum parallel to the surface�. At k� =0, however, the
contributions from three different domains are identical. For
this reason, we measured valence-band spectra only at nor-

mal emission, �e=0°, which corresponds to the �̄ symmetry
point �k� =0�. Figure 3 presents the spectra taken at photon
energies h�=21.2 and 23 eV for both surfaces. For the
Ge�111�-c�2�8�, several emission features �labeled S1

*–S4
*

and B1
*–B3

*� are found. Since none of these features lie in the

band gap at the �̄ point,46 they cannot directly be assigned to
surface states. However, some of the features were identified
as surface states in earlier ARPES studies.47–52 In particular,
the peak S2

* at 0.85 eV below EF, which is the dominant
feature in both of the c�2�8� spectra, agrees well with those
studies, where it was assigned to the rest-atom dangling-
bond surface state. Also, the feature S3

* at the BE of 1.4 eV
was observed in Refs. 47–52, where it was connected with
the adatom back-bond surface state. Moreover, the weak
shoulder S1

* is due to the back-bond surface states localized

FIG. 2. LEED patterns of �a� the clean Ge�111�-c�2�8� surface
and �b� the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� surface at a coverage of 1/6 ML.
The electron energies are �a� 36 eV and �b� 100 eV.

FIG. 3. Valence-band spectra of the Ge�111�-c�2�8� and
Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� surfaces, taken at �e=0° and h�=21.2 and
23 eV. The bulk- and surface-related states are denoted by “B” and
“S,” respectively.
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in the first layer, with some weight in the second layer, as
shown in the ab initio study.53 Note that the energy positions
of S1

*, S2
*, and S3

* do not change between h�=21.2 and 23 eV,
supporting their surface-state characters.

Regarding the other features in the spectra for
Ge�111�-c�2�8�, most of them are related to bulk bands
because such features were found to persist upon an expo-
sure of atomic hydrogen.48 In fact, the B1

*, B2
*, and B3

* are
dispersive at h�=21.2 and 23 eV, and therefore, they are
suggested to be due to the direct bulk transitions. In contrast,
the S4

* can be related to the surface structure �e.g., surface
resonance or umklapp process�. A similar feature was previ-
ously found in Ref. 48, where it disappeared upon an expo-
sure of atomic hydrogen. Thus the spectra of the clean sur-
face in Fig. 3 agree well with earlier ARPES studies.

For the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� surface, the valence-band
spectra are drastically modified. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the
�3�2� spectrum at h�=21.2 eV shows at least five features
at BE=0.55, 1.5, 1.85, 3.1, and 4.3 eV �labeled S1, S2, S3, S4,
and B, respectively�. The S1, S2, and S3 features have the
same BEs at h�=23 eV and are not observed for the clean
surface. We can therefore assume that the S1, S2, and S3 are
related to new surface states of the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� re-
construction. In contrast, the B feature corresponds directly
to the bulk feature B3

* of the clean surface. The S4 feature,
which can be readily identified in the spectrum at h�
=21.2 eV but not in the spectrum at h�=23 eV, does not
show a one-to-one correspondence with the clean surface.
Most likely, this feature is due to the second-order light
�h�=42.4 eV� and is related to the Yb 5p3/2 core level.

C. Yb 4f emission

It is well known that the valence state of Yb atoms de-
pends on their surroundings. Therefore, the Yb valence can
be an important criterion when constructing a structural
model for the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� reconstruction. It can be
easily determined from Yb 4f photoemission spectra where
the 4f13 and 4f12 final states, which are due to the divalent
and trivalent configurations of Yb atoms, respectively, are
well separated in energy.54 Figure 4 shows the Yb 4f spec-
trum measured with normal emission angle, taken at a pho-
ton energy of 175 eV, where the Yb 4f emission is strongly
enhanced. The Yb 4f spectrum shows only a doublet of spin-
orbit split peaks at BE=1.49 and 2.76 eV, which correspond
to divalent Yb atoms �i.e., 4f13 final state�. In contrast, no
features are discerned between 4 and 11 eV, where the
Yb 4f12 final-state multiplet is expected to be observed. We
therefore conclude that the Yb atoms are completely divalent
in the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� reconstruction. No emission is
found at the Fermi level in Figs. 3 and 4, indicating that the
Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� surface is semiconducting. The ob-
served electronic properties of the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� agree
well with those of the Eu/Ge�111�-�3�2� / �3�4�, and those
of the AEM/ and REM/Si�111�-�3�2� reconstructions with
the HCC geometry.

The inset of Fig. 4 depicts the Yb 4f spectrum of the
Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� in more detail. As shown, the Yb2+ state
of this spectrum can be reasonably reproduced by a single

doublet of Voigt functions. The spin-orbit splitting is found
to be 1.269 eV, agreeing well with earlier fitting data for the
Yb 4f spectra �e.g., see Ref. 55�. The branching ratio is 1.21,
which is somewhat different from the theoretical value of
4 /3, but can be accounted for by diffraction effects.56 The
Lorentzian width �LW� and Gaussian width �GW� are found
to be 0.172 and 0.588 eV, respectively. The presence of only
one component in the Yb 4f spectrum suggests that the Yb
atoms reside at equivalent adsorption sites in the
Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� reconstruction. Their precise origin will
be discussed in Sec. IV.

D. Ge 3d core level

The Ge 3d core-level spectra were taken with varying sur-
face and bulk sensitivities by using different photon energies
and emission angles. Figure 5 presents normalized spectra
from the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� surface. In addition, in order to
verify the fitting procedure and extract some of the fitting
parameters, we also measured the Ge 3d spectra of the clean
Ge�111�-c�2�8� surface, which were previously deconvo-
luted and described in detail.57 A spectrum from the clean
surface, taken at �h� ,�e�= �95 eV,0° �, is shown at the bot-
tom of Fig. 5. This spectrum is fitted by one bulk �B� and
three surface �S1�, S2�, and S3�� components. The raw data
are represented by open circles and the resulting fitting curve
by a solid line. The individual bulk and surface components
are plotted below the raw spectrum. The decomposition was
made by using a standard least-squares-fitting procedure with
a linear combination of spin-orbit split Voigt functions. The
background �solid line below the spectrum� was removed by
Shirley’s method. The fitting parameters are given in Table I.
Clearly, these results are in close agreement with those in
earlier studies.31,57 The atomic origins of S1�, S2�, and S3�
are considered to be pedestal �first-layer� atoms, half of the
rest atoms, and adatoms of the c�2�8� structure, respec-
tively.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Yb 4f spectrum of the Yb/Ge�111�-
�3�2� surface taken at h�=175 eV and normal emission. The inset
shows the fitting of Yb 4f13 final-state feature, recorded at h�
=150 eV, by a single doublet with the Voigt functions. The back-
ground is removed by Shirley’s method.
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The Ge 3d spectra of the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� surface are
clearly different from those of the clean surface. First, the
two spin-orbit split Ge 3d3/2 and 3d5/2 structures are now less
pronounced. This suggests that the �3�2� reconstruction in-
volves a larger number of different surface and/or subsurface
Ge atoms than the clean c�2�8� reconstruction. Second, the
higher BE sides of the �3�2� spectra trail off more gently
than that of the c�2�8� spectrum. This infers that the �3

�2� spectra include more than one surface component at
higher BE relative to the bulk emission. Finally, we empha-
size that the �3�2� spectra do not show the characteristic
shoulder at lower BE, which is clearly observed in the c�2
�8� spectrum and which is mainly caused by rest atoms �the
component S2��. Therefore, the Yb adsorbate fully removes
the c�2�8� structure on the Ge�111� surface, agreeing well
with the present LEED and valence-band results.

More information can be obtained by decomposing the
Ge 3d spectra of the �3�2� surface as depicted in Fig. 6.
The fitting procedure was similar to that of the clean spec-
trum described above. The spin-orbit splitting and LW were
the same as for the clean spectrum, and were kept constant
for all spectra. The GW was allowed to vary for different
photon energies because of the dependence of the energy
resolution on h�. In a similar way, the branching ratio was
allowed to vary slightly due to diffraction effects.56 The
SCLSs were allowed to vary freely, yet were required to give
the same energy positions in all spectra. Applying the above
constraints, we first tried a fitting scheme with one bulk and
three surface components. Within this scheme, the fitting
curves could not reproduce the experimental spectra satisfac-
torily, especially towards the high-binding-energy side. Intro-
ducing a fourth surface component, dramatically improved
the quality of the fit. However, the high BE trail of the
�3�2� spectra could still not be fitted adequately. Introduc-
ing a fifth surface component resulted, finally, in an accurate
fit of the �3�2� spectra, including their high BE sides. The

FIG. 5. �Color online� Ge 3d core-level spectra of the
Eu/Ge�111� taken at various photon energies �h�� and emission
angles ��e�. The bottom spectrum is obtained for the clean
Ge�111�-c�2�8� surface at h�=95 eV and �e=0°. This spectrum is
decomposed into the bulk component �B� and three surface compo-
nents �S1�–S3��, which are represented by shadowed doublets be-
low the raw data �open circles�. The background �solid line� is
removed by Shirley’s method. At the upper right, a schematic draw-
ing illustrates the geometry of experiment. The fitting parameters
are presented in Table I.

TABLE I. Fitting parameters for the Ge 3d core-level spectrum
of the Ge�111�-c�2�8� surface, taken at h�=95 eV and �e=0°.
The spectrum is deconvoluted by the bulk component �B� and three
surface components �S1�–S3��. The spin-orbit splitting and surface
core-level shifts are given in eV. The Lorentzian and Gaussian
widths are in meV.

B S1� S2� S3�

Spin-orbit splitting 0.58

Branching ratio 1.57

Lorentzian width 150

Gaussian width 265 269 275 287

Surface core-level shift −0.21 −0.70 0.18

FIG. 6. �Color online� Decomposition of Ge 3d spectra from the
Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2�. The experimental data are shown by open
circles. The fitting curves are shown by solid lines. The bulk �B�
and surface �S1–S5� components are indicated by shadowed dou-
blets. The residual between the experimental and fitting results is
given at the bottom of each spectrum. The binding energy is refer-
enced to the bulk component.
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fitting parameters for the �3�2� spectra are presented in
Table II. The surface components S1 and S2 are shifted to
lower BE, and S3, S4, and S5 to higher BE relative to the
bulk component B. Analyzing the relative intensities of the
components, we find that the intensity of S5 is always quite
low and ranges from S5/B=0.03 at �h� ,�e�= �70 eV,0° � to
S5/B=0.12 at �h� ,�e�= �95 eV,0° �. We therefore argue that
the S1−S4 components are related to the Ge bonding sites in
the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� reconstruction, while the S5 origi-
nates from defects, disorder, contaminations, etc., in the sur-
face and/or subsurface area. �Note that heavy carbon and
oxygen contaminations would result in a trivalent multiplet
in the Yb 4f emission,55 which was not found in the Yb 4f
spectrum of Fig. 3.� The intensity ratios of S1/B, S2/B,
S3/B, and S4/B increase at both h� when changing the emis-
sion angle from �e=0° to �e=60°, i.e., increasing the surface
sensitivity, as expected. Between the S1 and S4 components,
however, the behavior of S1 is different from the other three.
In going from �e=0° to �e=60°, the intensity ratio of S1/B
increases by only �10%, whereas the S2/B, S3/B, and S4/B
ratios increase by �80–200%. We therefore interpret the S1
as arising from subsurface atoms and the S2–S4 from the
topmost atoms of the �3�2�-Yb.

IV. DISCUSSION

The valence-band surface states S1–S3 observed for the
Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� in Sec. III B are found to be very simi-
lar to those of the Na/Ge�111�-�3�1� surface taken at nor-
mal emission.37,58 Hence, we speculate that the Ge structures
of 1 /6 ML Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� and 1/3 ML Na/Ge�111�-
�3�1� will have similar geometric properties. The ab initio
study12 showed that the atomic structure of the
Na/Ge�111�-�3�1� can be understood in terms of the 1/3
ML HCC model in Fig. 1�a�. We therefore assume that the
substrate structure of the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� can also be
interpreted within the related HCC geometry. In addition, we
emphasize that, according to the present Yb 4f data, the Yb
atoms are divalent and the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� surface is
semiconducting �Sec. III C�. These facts are also supportive
of the HCC structure with a 1/6 ML coverage for the
Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� reconstruction.

Next, we discuss the Ge 3d core-level data �Sec. III D� as
compared to previous Si 2p and Ge 3d results for the �3
�1� and �3�2� HCC reconstructions.9,22,25–27,32–40 We find

that the Ge 3d core-level emission from the Yb/Ge�111�-
�3�2� reconstruction includes two lower BE components S1
�with an SCLS of −0.19 eV� and S2 �−0.38 eV� and two
higher BE components S3 �0.22 eV� and S4 �0.52 eV�
�Fig. 6�. S2–S4 are connected with the top-layer atoms and
S1 with the subsurface atoms of the reconstruction. Hence
the number of Ge 3d surface components for the
Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� is different from that of the Eu/
Ge�111�-�3�2� / �3�4� �Ref. 31� as well as from the num-
ber of Si 2p surface components for the AEM/ and
REM/Si�111�-�3�2�.22,25–27,39,40 This means that, despite
the common, overall HCC geometry, the detailed atomic ar-
rangement of the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� should be subtly dif-
ferent from those of the Eu/Ge�111�-�3�2� / �3�4� and
Si �3�2� HCC structures in Figs. 1�c� and 1�b�, respectively.

Figure 7 depicts an atomic configuration which is a pos-
sible candidate to account for all the present results for the
Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� reconstruction within the basic HCC
framework. The top layer of this structure is formed by the a,
b, c, and d honeycomb-chain Ge atoms and the Yb atoms
with a 1/6 ML coverage, which arrange the �2 rows in the
empty channels between the Ge honeycomb chains. We then
place the Yb atoms on T4 sites, since �i� the Yb 4f measure-
ments show a single adsorption site for the Yb atoms �Sec.
III C� and �ii� T4 and H3 are the most favorable adsorption
sites in �3�2� HCC structures, with the surface energy of
the T4 site usually slightly lower than that of the latter �e.g.,
by 0.01, 0.07, 0.08, and 0.09 eV/ �3�2� for Ba,18 Sm,19 Sr,29

and Ca29 on Si�111��. The outer atoms of the Ge honeycomb
chains �i.e., a and d in Fig. 7� are expected to gain more

TABLE II. Fitting parameters for the Ge 3d spectra of the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� surface �Fig. 6� decom-
posed by using the bulk component B and five surface components S1–S5. The spin-orbit splitting and
surface core-level shifts are given in eV, and the Lorentzian and Gaussian widths are in meV.

B S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

Spin-orbit splitting 0.58

Branching ratio 1.60±0.01

Lorentzian width 150

Gaussian width at h�=70�95� eV 265�275� 273�282� 0.281�289� 289�301� 292�304� 290�302�
Surface core-level shift −0.19 −0.38 0.22 0.52 0.82

FIG. 7. �Color online� A structural model proposed for the
Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� surface. See the text for details.
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electron charge as they have dangling-bond orbitals and can
therefore interact with the Yb atoms, which donate two elec-
trons per �3�2� unit. Among the purely surface-related
Ge 3d components, only S2 has a negative core-level shift.
Hence we propose that the atomic origin of S2 are the a and
d atoms in Fig. 7. At present, we depict the outer
honeycomb-chain atoms as equivalent within our assign-
ment, as is the case for the AM/Si�111�-�3�1� surfaces
with only one negatively shifted component in their Si 2p
spectra.9,35 Any possible difference in binding energies be-
tween the a and d atoms in the Yb/Si�111�-�3�2� appears
to be too small to be resolved in the present study.

The components S3 and S4 with positive core-level shifts
can be associated with the inner honeycomb-chain atoms b
and c in Fig. 7. Even though we cannot assign these compo-
nents to individual atoms �i.e., to either b or c�, we suppose
the bonding configurations and charge states of the b and c
atoms to be different. The difference can be explained in
terms of the buckling of the GevGe double bond in the
Yb/Ge HCC structure, as shown in Fig. 7, and should result
in a difference in core-level binding energy, as was already
found, for example, for the Si�100�-�2�1� and Ge�100�-
�2�1� surfaces with buckled dimers.58 The buckling was not
observed for the Si and Ge HCC �3�2� surfaces previously,
and this suggestion calls for further verification by other ex-
perimental and theoretical techniques. We note, however,
that “slow” experimental techniques, such as STM, might
not visualize the buckling of the Ge HCC substrate if there is
a rapid vertical motion �dynamical fluctuation� of the b and c
atoms. For this reason, the STM imaging is desirable at low
temperature at which the dynamical fluctuation can be frozen
out.

It is worth noting that the intensity ratio of the S3 and S4
components �2:1� does not fit the number ratio of b and c
atoms �1:1�. Also, the intensity ratio of S2: �S3+S4�, which
is about 4:3, does not correspond to the atomic ratio of �a
+d� : �b+c�=1:1 precisely. We assume that some of the
second-layer Ge atoms may affect the S2 and S3 intensities,
while more prominently shifted second-layer atoms give rise
to the S1 component. This suggests that the second-layer
substrate atoms in the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� contribute more
strongly to core-level spectra than those of the
Eu/Ge�111�-�3�2� / �3�4� and Si �3�2� HCC reconstruc-
tions. Therefore, based on the present results, the HCC re-
construction of the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� phase implies a

more drastic rearrangement of the Ge substrate, which leads
to the buckling of the GevGe double bond in the top layer,
and also has a more pronounced effect on the second-layer
atoms.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have investigated the 1/6 ML
Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� surface by LEED and high-resolution
photoelectron spectroscopy. LEED patterns exhibit a clear
�3�1� periodicity without half-order features, but this is still
associated with a �3�2� structure in real space, as explained
in the literature �e.g., see Ref. 44�. The Yb 4f spectrum of
Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� consists of a single component corre-
sponding to divalent Yb atoms. This implies that the metal
atoms reside at equivalent adsorption sites in the
Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� reconstruction. No emission was found
at the Fermi level, indicating the semiconducting nature of
the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� surface. Five surface components
with SCLS of −0.19�S1�, −0.38�S2�, 0.22�S3�, 0.52�S4�, and
0.82 eV �S5� relative to the bulk emission were identified in
Ge 3d spectra from the Yb/Ge�111�-�3�2� surface. The
first four components were shown to be related to the Yb/Ge
reconstruction, and the latter is due to defects. Of the S1–S4
components, the S2–S4 predominantly originate from the
top-layer Ge atoms of Yb/Ge�111��3�2�, while S1 is due to
the emission from the subsurface layer�s�. Based on our find-
ings, we propose a HCC-like atomic model with a buckled
GevGe double bond and the Yb atoms adsorbed at T4 sites.
Also, in contrast to Si �3�2� reconstructions, the second Ge
layer is expected to be more dramatically rearranged. This
difference might be due to the individual properties of
REM-Ge and REM-Si bonds in the �3�2� HCC reconstruc-
tions.
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